
FIT DENIM SS23

-Its all about undeniable super cool trend 
ranges from vintage to modernized denims.A
Ranges of stretch denim for all with ultimate 
comfort,ensuring high level of dimention
stability soft hand feel with good growth & 
recovery



Article ref ND-7725

Composition 78.6%Cotton 

19.3%Recycle Poly 

2.1%Lycra

Color Indigo

Weight 10.5 oz (BW)

Width 56/57”

Product feature

# REPREVE is the world’s number one brand of recycled 

performance fiber. Our high-quality fibers are made from 

100% recycled materials, including post-consumer plastic 

bottles and pre-consumer waste. They are also certified and 

traceable.

# REPREVE brand to foster a sustainable world by diverting 

plastic bottles—billions of them—from landfills and oceans. 

We also collect and reuse industrial waste, starting with our 

own. 

# REPREVE helps to offset the use of petroleum, emitting 

fewer greenhouse gases and conserving water and energy in 

the process.

# REPREVE fiber to add benefits like comfort, protection, and 

durability. Blending REPREVE with performance technologies 

means there’s no reason to make sacrifices when using 

sustainable yarn.

# Recycling more than 15 billion plastic bottles, and we're 

aiming for 20 billion bottles by 2020!.



Article ref
ND-1456

Composition 77%Cotton 21%Recycle 

Nylon 14%Poly 

2%Spandex

Color Indigo

Weight
10.5 oz (BW)

Width
53/54”

Product feature

# REPREVE is the world’s number one brand of 

recycled performance fiber. Our high-quality 

fibers are made from 100% recycled materials, 

including post-consumer plastic bottles and pre-

consumer waste. They are also certified and 

traceable.

# REPREVE brand to foster a sustainable world by 

diverting plastic bottles—billions of them—from 

landfills and oceans. We also collect and reuse 

industrial waste, starting with our own. 

# REPREVE helps to offset the use of petroleum, 

emitting fewer greenhouse gases and conserving 

water and energy in the process.

# REPREVE fiber to add benefits like comfort, 

protection, and durability. Blending REPREVE with 

performance technologies means there’s no 

reason to make sacrifices when using sustainable 

yarn.

# Recycling more than 15 billion plastic bottles, 

and we're aiming for 20 billion bottles by 2020!.



Article ref
ND-3961

Composition 83%Cotton 14%Poly 

3%Lycra

Color Indigo

Weight
10.75 oz (BW)

Width
51/52”

Product feature

# Environment-Friendly:  It results from an 

agriculture and environmental friendly method. 

Producing organic cotton uses lower carbon due to 

lesser fuel and energy consumption. Because it 

goes through a chemical free production process, 

it also prevents water contamination.

Safety Standards : Organic clothing products are 

safer as manufacturers adhere to very rigid and 

stricter manufacturing standards

Avoid Allergies and Skin Concerns : There are no 

chemical retentions from organic cotton clothing; 

thus, people with allergies or with specific 

chemical sensitivity will greatly benefit from using 

organic cotton in clothing fabric. It feels better on 

your skin too even if you are not suffering from 

allergies or chemical sensitivities. 



Article ref
ND-10065

Composition 82%Cotton 14.5%Poly 

3.5%Lycra

Color IBST

Weight
10.5 oz (BW)

Width
51/52”

Product feature

# Environment-Friendly:  It results from an 

agriculture and environmental friendly method. 

Producing organic cotton uses lower carbon due to 

lesser fuel and energy consumption. Because it 

goes through a chemical free production process, 

it also prevents water contamination.

Safety Standards : Organic clothing products are 

safer as manufacturers adhere to very rigid and 

stricter manufacturing standards

Avoid Allergies and Skin Concerns : There are no 

chemical retentions from organic cotton clothing; 

thus, people with allergies or with specific 

chemical sensitivity will greatly benefit from using 

organic cotton in clothing fabric. It feels better on 

your skin too even if you are not suffering from 

allergies or chemical sensitivities. 



Article ref
ND-10642

Composition 78.3%Cotton 17.5%Poly 

4.2%Lycra

Color OBIT

Weight
10.0 oz (BW)

Width
53/54”

Product feature

# Environment-Friendly:  It results from an 

agriculture and environmental friendly method. 

Producing organic cotton uses lower carbon due to 

lesser fuel and energy consumption. Because it 

goes through a chemical free production process, 

it also prevents water contamination.

Safety Standards : Organic clothing products are 

safer as manufacturers adhere to very rigid and 

stricter manufacturing standards

Avoid Allergies and Skin Concerns : There are no 

chemical retentions from organic cotton clothing; 

thus, people with allergies or with specific 

chemical sensitivity will greatly benefit from using 

organic cotton in clothing fabric. It feels better on 

your skin too even if you are not suffering from 

allergies or chemical sensitivities. 
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